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Summary of problems



Purpose



History of Physical Education

“It has been my conviction for sometime and something that I’ve argued 
in public that most of us in health and physical education do not know 
the history of our field particularly well and this places us in a very 
precarious situation in terms of a readiness to face change” (Kirk, 2013).

Professor David Kirk
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow



Advice

“look to the past for lessons 
about the present and where 
we might be heading in the 
future” (Hickey et al. 2014, p. 184).



Primitive man [sic] had to be very active physically to 
survive. (Duncan & Watson, 1960)



Spartans 
(Ancient Greece -beginning of 700 BCE)

Warriors - gymnastics, running, jumping, boxing, wrestling

Similar educational experiences for males and females

The objective for women’s PE – to enable them to produce healthy, strong and virile potential 
warriors (Willets, 1981; cited in Phillips & Roper, 2006)



Athenians - Holistic

“The explicit objectives of physical education in Athens, as of education more broadly, was to 
educate the mind and the body, to unite ‘the man of action’ with ‘the man of wisdom’, to 
produce a well integrated person.” (Phillips & Roper, 2006)

Balanced between music (including poetry) and gymnastics (boxing, discus, javelin, wrestling, 
pentathlon, running)



Physical Literacy & Health



Physical

Education



Education



Purpose of Education?



 Understandings about how learning happens – framework/lens (aka theory – 
metaphorically represented by a model)

Psychological Perspectives – 
biological (brain & nervous system/plasticity); behavioural (studying what  
people do); cognitive (metacognition); psychoanalytic (unconscious & 
hidden messages); phenomenological/humanistic (empowering the 
individual to be the best they can be)

Educational approaches – 
reflect teacher's belief about how children learn and are supported by 
families, communities and educators 



EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES 

BEHAVIOURAL

OLDEST & MOST DOMINANT, LINEAR, TEACHER 
CONTROLLED, SEPARATE SUBJECTS, SURFACE-NATURE OF 
KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED, EXCLUSIVE IN NATURE, 
APPLICABLE IN A VARIETY OF CONTEXTS, COST & TIME 
EFFICIENT, REQUIRE FEWER RESOURCES (INCLUDING LESS 
QUALIFIED & SKILLED TEACHERS), UTILITARIAN PURPOSE – 
HELP A NATION'S ECONOMY BE MORE PRODUCTIVE, 
TOP-DOWN DIRECTIVE (HISTORY OF BEING UNSUCCESSFUL 
IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES), ASSOCIATED WITH 
QUANTITATIVE DATA



CONSTRUCTIVIST

▪ Holistic (children learn across emotional, social, physical, spiritual 
and cognitive areas), active learning, play-based learning, , 
open-ended materials constructing new meanings, exploring 
their environment by building on their existing cognitive 
structures, process (rather than end result), understanding how 
we learn, careful planning for learning processes to meet the 
needs of the learner, learning is meaningful, teacher is a 
facilitator, individual and group work centred around problem 
solving and project work, concrete activities for young children 
and abstract thought reserved for older (social constructivism – 
knowledge is socially constructed, learning is a social process). 
Vygotsky's zone of proximal development – tasks are possible 
with assistance of more knowledgeable others



AN EVALUATION OF SCHOOL RESPONSES TO 
THE INTRODUCTION OF THE QUEENSLAND 
1999 HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
(HPE) YEARS 1-10 SYLLABUS AND POLICY 
DOCUMENTS

▪ Lifelong learning

▪ Inquiry-based model – iterative cycle involves 4 stages 
(understand, plan, act & reflect)

▪ Learner centred approach 
–  Learning as the active construction of meaning
– Teacher as guide facilitator of learning
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CRITICAL

REFLECTIVE APPROACH WHEREIN THE TEACHER 
IS NO LONGER AUTHORITATIVE BUT, AS AN 
INTELLECTUAL, ENABLES STUDENTS TO DEVELOP 
CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS OF THEIR OWN 
OPPRESSION AND TO ACT ON THE WORLD AS 
THEY LEARN IN ORDER TO CHANGE IT 

SHARED RESPONSIBILITY FOR TEACHING AND 
LEARNING PROCESS, ALONG WITH TEACHER 
AND WHOLE GROUP

DIFFERENTIATES BETWEEN TRAINING (SKILLS & 
COMPETENCIES) AND EDUCATION 
(KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING). 
EDUCATION NOT SCHOOLING



Health, Wellbeing and Physical Education 
(H, W & PE) revolution
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WHICH APPROACH?

WE NEED TO INCREASE UNDERSTANDING WITH REGARD TO THE COMPLEXITIES SURROUNDING 
THIS ISSUE

SCHOOLS TEND TO COMMIT TO ONE APPROACH ALTHOUGH MANY EDUCATORS DO NOT

ONE APPROACH IN SOME SITUATIONS AND ANOTHER APPROACH IN OTHER SITUATIONS - 
CONTEXTUAL



THE PURPOSE OF EDUCATION 
– TO ACHIEVE ALL APPROACHES

1. DEVELOP PRACTICAL SKILLS, STRENGTHEN PRODUCTIVITY (UTILITARIAN) SINGAPORE

2. PREPARE AND DEAL WITH THE FUTURE (21 CENTURY LEARNING) SINGAPORE

3. DEVELOP THE CHILD (PERSONALISED LEARNING)

4. CRITIQUE SOCIETY (EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE).

5. INTRODUCE STUDENTS TO THE BEST THAT HAS BEEN THOUGHT AND SAID (ENCULTURATION) 
SINGAPORE



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km25TAnPbI4


Singapore

- Pedagogy Content 
Knowledge (PCK)

- Professional Learning 
Community (Lifelong 
Education)

- Collaboration
- Innovation
- Challenge
- Shift to teacher as 

facilitator
- Pupil as re-search ers
- Independence

Teachers are valued
Teachers have evidenced their 
ability and passion to be 
quality teachers



The twenty-first century lifelong learning skills :

• Communication skills 
• Numeracy skills 
• ICT skills 
• Thinking skills and problem-solving 
• Self-management and competitive skills 
• Study and work skills 
• Social skills 
• Physical skills 
• Aesthetic skills (UNESCO, 2019). 



(UNESCO, 2015, p. 6)





The physical dimension is significant within children’s learning 

because it offers powerful and meaningful connections across all 

learning and development areas. The sociocultural perspective suggests 

that the curriculum ought to be connected to the child’s world and 

everyday interests (Arthur et al., 2015). Since children have a natural 

play structure, learning through movement heightens their interest.

PHYSICALLY EDUCATED Developing children’s health and wellbeing 
through learning in the physical dimension (Ch. 4)







EVIDENCE-BASED RESEARCH ...

All approaches have a place

Should not be a prevalence of certain approaches (and pedagogies embedded within) over others

Curriculums for geography, history, health and science all privilege inquiry-based and student 
centred teaching and learning (constructivism)

Initial instruction when dealing with new information should be explicit and direct (behavioural)

Maths - "the research clearly shows that teacher-directed learning is better suited. Needless to say, 
these basic skills must be firmly in place before students can approach problem-solving questions 
with any degree of competence" (Australian review, 2014, p. 126)



RESEARCH...



NEED FOR KNOWLEDGE 0F 
APPROACHES 

- MODELS, PROGRAMMES & 
PEDAGOGY WITHIN

▪ Why do we do what we do? 
▪ What works well?
▪ Is this curriculum reform? Is the change 

for improvement or change for change 
sake (curriculum change)?

▪ What best suits this context? Know the 
context.

▪ Know which areas of the 
curriculum suit which approaches – 
models, programmes & pedagogy



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aB9Tg6SRA0&t=1
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Post Covid 19



Health & Wellbeing priority (June, 2022)



Whole School Approach (WHO)

Health Promoting School (HPS) Model



Whole School Approach

“Specifically, a coordinated whole-school approach to teaching health would 
help young people connect learning across a range of subjects. In addition, 
we can adopt teaching approaches that help pupils relate their learning to 
themselves and their everyday lives” (Cale and Harris, 2019, p. 13)



WELLBEING - 
Not one 
single definition 
(Garvis & Pendergast, 2014)



At minimum, well-being includes:

• the presence of positive emotions and moods 
(e.g. contentment, happiness)

• the absence of negative emotions (e.g. 
depression, anxiety)

• satisfaction with life, 
• fulfillment 
• positive functioning  

(http://www.cdc.gov/hrqol/wellbeing.htm#three)

http://www.cdc.gov/hrqol/wellbeing.htm#three


“a state of feeling good 
about ourselves and the 
way our lives are 
going” (Commonwealth of Australia, 2014)



1 - 10
How is your wellbeing right now?



Latest neuroscientific research...

“has confirmed the powerful role of 
emotions on children’s cognitive 
mastery, indicating that emotions 
can either facilitate or impede 
children’s learning process” 

(Djambazova-Popordanoska, 2016, p. 1). 



INNOVATIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING

Megatrends predict that in the future education departments need to be prepared for a 
quality of life with:

•Limited world resources

•World economy shifting from north to south, west to east

•Associated healthcare costs and the responses in lifestyles and services

•Rising importance of social relationships 

  (Hajkowicz et al. 2012)









IF WE DON’T UNDERSTAND 
CONTEXT 

IF WE CANNOT ADJUST 
TO ECONOMIC CHANGE 

IF WE CANNOT FORM 
GENUINE PARTNERSHIPS 



Influence of Health

History of 
Physical Education



Italian teacher 

One of the first educators who introduced 
PE as an important part of an 
educational programme

Combined the humanist ideals of body, 
mind, and spirit for the first time 
(develop the ideal citizen)

Vittorino da Feltre (1378 – 1446)



Johann Friedrich 
GutsMuths (1759-1839)

Used a number of ideas to develop 
his syllabus (teaching techniques 
and writings became the 
benchmark for PE)

Believed that the best way to 
develop health was through his 
gymnastics program

At the time, Germany, Sweden and 
Denmark PE was mainly for military 
purposes (not Health).



● Pioneered the teaching of PE in Sweden
● Promotion of ‘health dimensions’ of PE
● Established the medical and scientific benefits of 

exercise
● Similar curriculum to contemporary PE
● Subjects included (anatomy, educational 

psychology, first aid, health, history and 
philosophy, physiology, and sports skills)

Per Ling (1766-1839)



William G. Anderson

Nature 
of Health

•Conference organised by William G. 
Anderson, M.D. [doctor of medicine] on November 27, 
1885
•a group of 49 people [mostly physicians –M.D.] made 
the first real attempt to develop, as a legitimate 
profession, physical education (Harris, 1890; Park, 1985)

•Nature of Health was deemed ‘manifest in a 
balanced constitution [composition] (the body) and 
temperament [nature/ behaviour] (the mind and spirit)

•Simply… prevention was better than cure 
(Mechikoff & Estes, 2002, p. 192)



William G. Anderson Cont.

“considered the founder of the 
American Alliance for Health, 
Physical   Education, 
Recreation and Dance 
(AAHPERD) in 1885. 

2014 AAHPERD became 
SHAPE America



▪ ICHPER was initiated by an idea first conceived in 1950 by the Board of the 
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (AAHPER).

▪ ICHPER was founded in 1958 in Rome, Italy by the world’s leading professionals 
in Health, Physical Education and Recreation (HPER)

▪ The theme of the first ICHPER world congress was 

‘Child Health and the School’



Kirk (1993)

▪ 1940’s and 1950’s PE was reorganised around wellbeing of the 
individual, enthusiasm and enjoyment (not discipline, obedience 
and  military bearing)

  



▪ ACHPER was formally known as Australian Physical Education 
Association (APEA)

▪ name change was a direct result of the ICHPER-SD first and only 
world congress to be held in Oceania (Sydney, 1970) - 'New 
Endeavours in Physical Education, Health Education and Recreation‘

▪ Of international significance, the best attended conference in the 
history of APEA and a milestone for ‘Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation’ (Kirk & Macdonald, 1998).



Health and Physical Education

Elaine Murphy [ACHPER National President 1988-1993 and 
ICHPER-SD Vice President –Oceania] described this influence

“Australians coming back from overseas, they were saying that 
associations over there are including these other streams (in 
health and recreation), and our description of physical education 
is just not adequate when health is such a large component (of 
what we do)... they wanted these words included otherwise they 
felt that physical education was too narrow.” (Kirk & Macdonald, 
1998, pp. 6-7).



Dimensions of Health

Physical Spiritual

Social & 
Emotional

Cognitive
Robbins, Powers and Burgess (2011) establish seven strongly connected 

dimensions of wellness: physical, intellectual, emotional, social, spiritual, 

environmental and occupational. 



Physical by name

▪ While the HPE learning area recognises and advocates for 

the development of all health dimensions, the core of HPE 

– as the nomenclature states – is the ‘physical’ dimension. 

▪ For this reason, health and wellbeing associated with 

being physically educated is the key wellbeing 

development responsibility of HPE.
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Hidden Curriculum

▪ Students acquire 
knowledge & attitudes 
unintentionally while in 
the school environment 
(Kirk, 1992)

▪ Includes traits taught & 
learnt that teachers are 
so accustomed – hard to 
identify



Discourses & ideologies

Discourse 
(message)

§“Socially constructed 
ways of being, 
speaking, feeling and 
acting that represent 
particular values and 
world views.” (Arthur, Beecher, 
Death, Dockett & Farmer, 2015, p. 17)

Ideology 
(beliefs that underpin practice)

system of ideas, 
beliefs, fundamental 
commitments, or 
values about social 
reality (Tinning,1990)



Physical Education - hidden

▪ DISCOURSES (Messages)

 
 Military
 
 Scientific
 
 Health
 
 Sporting

IDEOLOGIES (Beliefs)

Sexism, Elitism, 
Healthism, 
individualism, 
mesomorphism



Military

▪ a time of schooling rather than 

education,

▪ ‘physical education was deeply 

implicated in the project of 

schooling the docile body, in 

knowing it and shaping it to meet 

particular circumstances and 

fulfil particular social and 

political projects’ (Kirk and 

Spiller, 1991, p. 108).



Scientific discourse
Sputnik 1 launched October 4, 
1957 Schools not producing enough 

scientists! Money allocated to science

Performance replaced humanistic 
experiences (dance, outdoor, 
non-competitive)

Bio Mechanics, Exercise Physiology, 
Sports Medicine, Psychology of Sport, 
History of Sport and so on (Kirk, McKay & 
George, 1986)

Technocratically rationalised



Health discourse

▪ a belief that health can be unproblematically achieved 
through individual effort and discipline directed mainly at 
regulating the size and shape of the body (Crawford, 1980, 
p. 366).

▪ Appearance?? Judgement?? Morals?? Guilt??
▪ “Like a script, bodies tell us a story about the person they 

embody, they convey sets of ideas and values” (Kirk, 
1993, p. 7)



Healthism - causes anxieties

▪ Unquestioning acceptance of the obesity discourses in PE 
helps to construct anxieties about the body (Gard & Wright, 
2001)

▪ Blaming- takes the pleasure out of PA, marginalises PA that 
are not ‘fat burning’ (Gard & Wright, 2001)

▪ the body is associated with morally disciplined behaviour, and 
people experience guilt if they are considered undisciplined.
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https://www.bbc.com/news/av/uk-england-dorset-42993144
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Sporting discourse

p. 99





p. 103



Assumptions about Sport (Hickey, 1995)

-Being involved in sport, people naturally develop positive attitudes 
about healthy lifestyle

-Friendship, teamwork, sharing & cooperation occur for everyone

-Work hard & make sacrifices you can achieve what you want

-Boys & girls receive equal opportunity & recognition

-Students get most of their understandings through school 
curriculum 



p. 107

Concluding comment



Sexism

Sexism exists due to taken for granted assumptions relating to 
physical ability and capacity, motherhood and sexuality (Scraton, 
1990).

Results in male domination of facilities, resources and curricula 
and time given

Effects confidence

“Physical Education is consistently the most sex-specialised 
subject on the school curriculum” (Hargreaves, 1986, p. 173).





Elitism 



PE throughout history in schools

Responsible for schooling the 
body (object) –to be trained

Ideologies often give false 
messages

Media plays a large role in the 
cultural construction of the body 
& norms in society regarding 
body beautiful

School HPE plays a significant 
role in the cultural construction 
of the body

HPE has the ability & power to 
bring awareness of existing 
cultural messages to students 
(chn’s) awareness

Choice to accept or reject 
messages



Socio-cultural approach (inclusive)

▪ recognises the physical, social, emotional, mental and 
spiritual dimensions of health, the interactions between 
the dimensions and that health is dynamic, a constantly 
changing state (QSCC, 1999).

▪ appropriate for promoting wellbeing which is 
multidimensional in nature (OECD, 2017).







The Health and Physical Education curriculum will draw on its 

multi-disciplinary base with students learning to question the social, 

cultural and political factors that influence health and wellbeing. In 

doing so students will explore matters such as inclusiveness, power 

inequalities, taken-for-granted assumptions, diversity and social justice, 

and develop strategies to improve their own and others’ health and 

wellbeing (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting 

Authority (ACARA), 2012, p. 5).





Quality Physical Education

▪ marriage of human movement and the 
socio-cultural approach

▪ QPE needs to be provided for all children

▪ all educators must understand how to provide 
inclusive practices in which correct movements can 
be mastered.



(UNESCO, 2015, p. 9)



Quality Physical Education (QPE) 
requires QUALITY TEACHING & LEARNING

requires Quality Teachers 
(enthusiastic, confident & 

competent)who think 
through the mind of a child

learning that is age 
appropriate, Enjoyable, 

offers variety, Engaging & 
challenging 

all Children able to succeed 
– develop optimistic views 

about learning & motivated 
a positive social experience, 

maximum participation 
cater for all needs & interests 

(inclusive) 

teachers adopting a socially 
critical perspective in the 

context of 'new times' 

assigning open-ended tasks 
that allow children to 

progress as far as they can 

groups/teams are much 
smaller and everyone gets 

more opportunities to 
practise – classes require 

enough equipment to 
enable this pedagogy 

Lifelong process & not 
confined to the boundaries 

of schools
develops the whole child 

interest in the child's learning 
is shown by significant others, 
fundamentals are developed 

early



Knowledge

● Motor development is important (choose 
models, metaphors & analogies to enhance 
understanding)

● The proficiency barrier generally occurs 
around Year 3 at school (seven years of age, 
turning eight) and culminates with 
myelination, the production of the myelin 
sheath in the central nervous system. 
Myelination enables smooth coordinated and 
subsequently increased complexity in 
children’s movement skills and it ‘permits the 
transmission of nerve impulses and is not 
complete at birth’ (Gallahue & Donnelly, 
2003, p. 31). Hence, children’s motor 
development is capitalised if FMS are 
mastered before Year 3 and myelination.

● Analogy of learning to read - FMS & DMP
 



Learning experiences 

▪ educators need to be experts in early movement if opportunities are to be provided for 
children to master 

▪ For the same reasons that early years teachers are required to have developmentally 
appropriate phonics and numeracy expertise, schools need to provide expertise for 
learning in the physical area. Consistent with the socio-cultural approach and 
comparable to play-based pedagogy, learning motor skills requires scaffolding and 
guidance from an expert to assist the child to become competent. Scaffolding sits within 
Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (Lynch, 2017, p. 88), and expertise may 
involve family and community partnerships. While tasks may be initially challenging for 
the child, practising should be enjoyed regularly if the child is to master the skill.



- information processing model

▪ Feedback is vital

▪ Analogies - glide through the water ‘like an arrow’, long and straight with arms outstretched, or to have ‘long 
legs’ and ‘kick their socks off’ during the flutter kick. An analogy for landing safely in gymnastics is to ‘land on 
your motorbike’, with arms reaching forwards (holding the handlebars), legs bent and shoulder-width apart 
(sitting on a motorbike).

▪ no more than three cues be used so that children can retain the information (Anshell, 1990). For example, three 
cues for the underarm throw might be: swing back, step forwards (on opposite leg to hand holding the ball) and 
release. 

▪ For a number of motor skills to be performed simultaneously – for example, skipping (locomotor) while dribbling a basketball 

– it is essential that at least one of the motor skills (either dribbling or skipping) is automatic. The information-processing 
model suggests ‘the ability to perform two motor tasks simultaneously means that at least one set of actions can be conducted 
automatically (without cognition)’ (Anshell, 1990, p. 19). Emphasis should be placed on correct practice because ‘ingrained, 
highly learnt errors in movement execution (or technique) may be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to correct’ (Abernethy, 
1991, p. 93).

▪
▪





ACQUISITION OF MOTOR SKILLS MODEL 
Fitts and Posner (1967)

1. Associative
2. Autonomous
3. Automatic



Speed increase

▪ When associating the acquisition of motor skills model to children’s learning, the ideal is to 

have children performing motor skills automatically before placing them in more physically 

demanding situations, such as fun games before high-pressure matches during physical 

education. If children are able to perform the necessary skills during a gaming situation, 

without having to apply the thinking involved in the first two stages of Fitts and Posner’s 

model, they are then able to focus on other aspects of the game, such as strategies.

▪ socio-cultural aspect of physical education of which educators need to be mindful, because 

it is not inclusive practice to play a game or modified sport when not all children have had 

opportunities to develop the skills required. Such practices in schools needs to be critically 

examined since the children who have had prior experiences are often favoured over those 

who have not.



Contemporary CHALLENGE for teachers

Educators are therefore challenged to be creative 

when implementing physical education by adopting a 

socio-cultural approach. At all times the aim should 

be to maintain inclusivity, by catering for the diverse 

needs of the class. This is easier said than done and is 

the greatest contemporary challenge for physical 

educators. The ability to implement strategies that 

cater for all needs, while enabling enjoyment, 

engagement and challenges, is evidence of a teacher’s 

expertise as a QPE.































3 Questions

1. Do we have to do it?
2. How are we doing it?
3. Can we do it better?



https://www.achper.org.au/blog/blog-semantics-physical-education-vs-physical-literacy

